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Background I 

• Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) 
defined as mean pulmonary artery 
pressure (PAP) of > 25 mmHg 
(European Society of Cardiology et al., 
2009). 

• PAH can be result of a wide array of 
underlying diseases 
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Background II 

Etiology:  
1. iPAH 
2. CTEPH 
3. Cardiac malformations 
4. Pulmonary disease (e.g. Scleroderma 10-

15% develop PAH (Steen et al., 2005)) 
5. Others 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The increase in pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) is related to different mechanisms, including vasoconstriction and proliferative and obstructive remodeling of the pulmonary vessel wall. Scleroderma, also known as systemic sclerosis is a chronic systemic autoimmune disease, that primarily affects the skin (hence the suffix, "derma"), is characterised by sclerosis (hence the prefix, "sclero"), that is hardening of the skin.[1][2]



Hypothesis 

• Chronic exposure of PBMCs to a 
hypertensive pulmonary environment will 
manifest in specific transcriptional 
changes and reveal a difference between 
PH of various etiologies, Scleroderma 
(SSc) and healthy controls. 



• Transcript profiles of PBMCs from:  
– 42 SSc associated PAH patients 
– 30 iPAH patients  
– 19 SSc patients 
– 8 patients with SSc complicated by 

interstitial lung disease and PH (SSc-PH-
ILD)  

– 41 healthy controls 
were compared to each other by Microarray 
analysis. 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
PBMCs have shown to be very sensitive to disease microenvironments on a system wide basis. Lung biopsy would have been too unsafe and invasive. Therefore Microarray-analysis. 



Microarray 
• Allows genome wide analysis of gene expression data  
• Either cDNA or synthetic Oligonucleotides used  
• RNA is rewritten into cDNA and hybridized with Probes 

on the Microarry  
• Fluorescent-labeled RNA is then analyzed by a laser  



Results 

Venn diagrams illustrating the distribution of 
statistically significant disease-specific changes in gene 

expression. 

• 118 genes were 
siginificantly up-
regulated in the PH 
groups in which  

• 7 genes were highly 
enriched for blood 
gas transport 

• Subgroup of those 
118 genes was 
involved in platelet 
biology 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
DAVID = (NIH Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery)1st data analysis: Comparison of gene expression for each disease group versus that of the controls showed large numbers of significantly regulated genes. A- upregulated, B- downregulated. 89 genes in common among iPAH and SSc with or without PH were components of Toll-like receptor signaling pathway  suggesting chronic acitvation of innate immune system118 genes were siginificantly up-regulated in these PH groups in which 7 genes are highly enriched for blood gas transport. And a subgroup of genes involved in platelet biology. 136 genes downregulated in all disease groups were mostly enriched for apoptosis. This finding also applied to the 170 genes in common between SSc-PAH and iPAH (the PH-disease groups) 



 Heat map illustration of the distribution of gene expression among all samples for genes 
selected by pathways. 



• Clustering of 296 genes showed a clear 
trend of cluster formation of correlated 
gene expression  

• Clustering revealed 6 major patterns of 
related genes which largely overlap with 
groups mentioned above 
 

Signature 
Identification 



• IR-DR, IR-UR and IN signatures were of 
less interest  non-specifity or inability 
to distinguish between disease groups 

 
 
• Gene expression of Erythroid 

Differentiation Signature (EDS) and 
Platelet derived (Pl) signature are 
specific mostly to the included 
disease groups of patients with PH 
(iPAH, SSc-PAH, SSc-PH-ILD)  

 

Signature 
Identification 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen




Signature  
Characterization 

• Characterisation of gene expression by 
using disease specific gene sets derived 
from the Mouse Genome Informatics 

• Patterns of disease specific gene set 
expression were detected which mapped 
to mouse gene sets involved in multiple 
phenotypes of blood disorders 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The file used for mouse phenotypic information contains 5011 distinct genes and 5142 phenotypic terms derived from information from specific gene mutations in multiple mouse strains, including an extensive library of specific gene knock-in and knock-out strains. In this analysis, patterns of gene expression amg the PH, control and SSc groups were visualized across the entirety of the dataset by displaying the AVERAGE gene expression for every mouse gene set for each human sample. 





• Marked elevation of blood-
disorder specific gene 
expression in the PH 
groups, but not for SSc 
patients 

•  Foremost the difference 
between SSc-PAH and 
SSc patients is 
tremendous 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
A detailed look on the differential expression of these six blood disorder pathways shows a marked elevation of blood-disorder specific gene expression in the PH groups, but not for SSc patients. Foremost the difference between SSc-PAH and SSc patients is tremendous.



• Those findings suggest that the afflicted 
PH patients might be identified by a gene 
expression shift in PBMCs which might be 
induced by tissue hypoxia as seen in PH   

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The combination of elevated hemoglobin gene expression in pateints with PH and the preliminary evidence that many differentially regulated genes in these disease groups mapped by gene set analysis to mouse blood disorder phenotypes suggested that human PH pateints may be distinguished from helathy controls and SSc pateints by a programmatic shifht in gene expression in PBMCs, perhaps related to conditions of tissue hypoxia such as induced by PH. 



Tissue  
specifity?  

• EDS expression is restricted only to a distinctive 
group of cells of the hematopoietic lineage 
(especially reticulocytes and bone marrow)  

• Especially reticulocytes from cord blood (less 
mature) were highly enriched in comparison to 
reticulocytes from circulation 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
For further analysis of functional implications of this altered gene group 149 genes for the EDS were usedThe next test estimated the tissue specific gene expression. The heat map is derived from individual barcode scores from zero (black) to one (red) with red indicating an increased likelihood that the gene is present in all sample in the experiment from which the tissue specific expression estimate is derived. The EDS signature genes were overrepresented for three tissues 



• ALAS2 and ERAF were highly increased –> essential 
for terminal erythroid differentiation 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
A) ALAS2 and B) ERAF/AHSP genes in hypertension groups (SSc-PH-ILD, IPAH, and SSc-PAH) versus healthy controls and scleroderma (SSc). The box plots give the mean (horizontal black line), sample values (short blue lines), and 84% confidence interval (CI) (red lines) for each group, (non-overlap of the 84% CIs of two groups is an approximate indicator of significant difference between their means at the 0.05 level of significance). C) Individual ALAS2 and ERAF gene expression microarray results were validated by RT-PCR for high and low EDS patients across all hypertension classes (SSc-PAH, IPAH, SSc-PH-ILD).Further inspection of the EDS gene list also showed the inclusion of genes for both the GATA1 and KLF transcription factors which are both essential for erythroid development [28,29]. A test by gene set analysis of the entire dataset comparing each PH group directly versus the SSc group as the baseline group showed a significant and specific enrichment among genes which contain three different GATA transcription factor binding sites in their upstream promoter regions (TRANSFAC [30]) (Figure 7A). Interestingly, the genes up-regulated in each of the GATA transcription factor binding site gene sets were mostly non-overlapping either with each other (an average of 59–62% unique genes for each gene list) or with the EDS gene expression signature itself (95% unique non-overlapping genes) (Figure 7B) indicating that the effects of elevated GATA1 gene expression are both pervasive in the PH groups and are supplemental to the EDS gene expression signature itself. The observation that downstream regulatory events are related directly to EDS elevation (through the up-regulation of the GATA1 transcription factor gene) and are associated with PH groups, taken together with the previously demonstrated strong association of the EDS with reticulocyte maturation (Figure 5), led us to the identification of this signature as the Erythroid Development Signature (EDS).doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0034951.g006(aminolevulinate, delta-, synthase2(erythroid differnetiation assoicated factor = AHSP (alpha hemoglobin stabilizing protein



• ALAS2hemoglobin production 
• ERAF nascent alpha globin 

incorporation into hemoglobin-A 
• Conditions of hypoxia have shown to 

directly result in elevated levels of ALAS 2 
(Kaneko et al., 2009) 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The expression levels of these two genes track so well with the EDS gene expression signature overall that we are using them as single gene candidate biomarkers to track EDS-specific gene expression elevation in patients currently enrolled in ongoing longitudinal tudies. 



• Overexpression of ALAS 2 and ERAF in hypertension 
samples was confirmed by RT-PCR 

• Expression levels of these two genes tracks very well with 
the EDS signature expression in general  

• Those genes are mostly expressed in the fetal liver, bone 
marrow and in CD71+ early erythroid cells in the circulation 

• External validation of Data: Risbano et al., 2010, 
Pendergrass et al., 2010 
 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ALAS2 and B) ERAF/AHSP genes in hypertension groups (SSc-PH-ILD, IPAH, and SSc-PAH) versus healthy controls and scleroderma (SSc). The box plots give the mean (horizontal black line), sample values (short blue lines), and 84% confidence interval (CI) (red lines) for each group, (non-overlap of the 84% CIs of two groups is an approximate indicator of significant difference between their means at the 0.05 level of significance). C) Individual ALAS2 and ERAF gene expression microarray results were validated by RT-PCR for high and low EDS patients across all hypertension classes (SSc-PAH, IPAH, SSc-PH-ILD).Four other studies were analyzed  PH phenotypes were enriched for the EDS signature in every external studyEDS is highly overexpressed in cord blood reticulcytes relative to peripheral bloodOne study showed that EDS is suppressed in SSc patients in comparison to controls (Risbano et al., 2010) while another study (Pendergrass et al., 2010) showed that SSc patients were enriched for th EDSSome patients with SSc might already be progressing to PH state EDS enrichedGoh SH et al. (2010) showed that EDS was highly over-expressed in cord blood reticulocytes in comparison to peripheral blood This strongly supports the observation that cord blood contains a less mature reticulocyte population and that the EDS plays an important role in reticulocyte development



Correlation of EDS  
with hemodynamic measurements 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The clinical parameters of mean right atrial pressure, cardiac index, pulmonary vascular risistance index, pulmonary artery saturation were used. ALAS 2 gene expression was taken as a primary biomarker representing the entire EDS. EDS gene expression for 12 IPAH patients for whom hemodynamic measurements were available within four months of the date of blood draw. The clinical parameters of right atrial pressure (RAmean), cardiac index (CI), pulmonary vascular resistance index (PVRI), and pulmonary artery saturation (PA sat) were used. Disease severity in IPAH patients as indicated by increasing RAmean and PVRI are strongly correlated with increasing ALAS2 gene expression and negatively correlated with measures of healthy lung and coronary function such as PA saturation and Cardiac Index (CI).ALAS2 (used a biomarker representing the entire EDS) gene expression positively correlates with increasing disease severity in IPAH patients (increasing PVRI and RAmean) Negatively correlates with PA Saturation and Cardiac Index



Discussion/ 
Summary 

• ALAS2 is significantly overexpressed in SSc-
PAH relative to SSc patients.  

• EDS signature is associated with erythrocyte 
development and is present in PH patients. 

• EDS signature may be an indicator for increased 
red blood cell recruitment as a response to 
chronic local hypoxia.   



• Therefore an increase in RBC trafficking may 
constitute a useful marker of PH disease and 
also of increased disease severity specifically in 
iPAH patients.  

• EDS lacks correlation with hemodynamic 
measurements in SSc-PAH patients, maybe 
becausec of different etiologies of these two 
types of PH.  
 



• Cell specific source of the EDS has not been 
identified yet 

• ALAS2 and ERAF overexpression is mainly 
found exclusively in CD71+ erythroid progenitor 
cells 

• EDS gene expression signature might be 
derived from a population of nucleated 
reticulocytes which co-sediment with 
lymphocytes and monocytes in the PBMC 
fraction 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In order to eliminate the likelihood that direct RBC contamination in the PBMC preparations used in this current study might accoutn for the presence of the EDS, PBMC samples from both high and low EDS patients were subjected to multiple round of isotonic ammounium chloride hemolysis. This treatment lyses mature red blood cells with minimal effect on lymphocytes and does not appreciably affect nucleated red cells. In our test samples high EDS gene expression was not affected by this treatment. !!!



• EDS might be an important new marker in 
chronic diseases, foremost associated with 
hypertension/hypoxia 

• At least in hypertension the expansion of 
immature precursor cells may actually constitute 
an active biological response to increasingly 
severe disease conditions 
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